INTRODUCTION
I am delighted to join Elaine Wainwright in expressing appreciation to all fi ve presenters for their excellent work. In John Yieh's introduction, he expresses hope that hermeneutical refl ection can facilitate 'fresh readings of scripture with creative imagination, theological integrity, and ethical responsibility' (p. 1). Those qualities are indeed evident in each paper. Thank you! Three general questions that I bring to this session are as follows: In my response, I plan to ask those questions of/to each paper to the extent that they are applicable. I will also ask other questions that are specifi c to each paper. My primary goal as a questioner is to prompt further discussion.
JOHN Y.H. YIEH, 'JESUS AS "TEACHER-SAVIOUR" OR "SAVIOUR-TEACHER": READING THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW IN CHINESE CONTEXTS'
Yieh's paper gives a fascinating study of the interpretations of the Gospel of Matthew offered by three historic Chinese Christians. Although the featured interpreters differed widely in their theological and political views, Yieh found common ground in their emphasis on Christology and ethics. Each interpreter viewed Jesus' divine sonship as a role more than a title, and each focused on the Sermon on the Mount as a primary source for Jesus' teaching. Yieh's triangulation seems to have located central tendencies in historic Chinese interpretations more reliably than would have been the case if he had presented a single interpretation.
From my very limited perspective, each of the three interpreters had important insights into the Gospel of Matthew, but they were not equally helpful in responding to the social problems of their time or ours. Hong Xiuchuan's use of Matthew is troubling due to his violent reign, his cooperation with European and American colonial powers, and his self-interested legitimisation of his own authority. Even so, Yieh's study raises the question of whether Hong was responding to cues within the narrative that encourage imperialism. Yieh cites Warren Carter's argument that the Gospel of Matthew imitates imperial language in a counter-imperial narrative (Carter 2000 (Carter :1, 2001 
DOROTHY JEAN WEAVER, '"THEY DID TO HIM WHATEVER THEY PLEASED"': THE EXERCISE OF POLITICAL POWER WITHIN MATTHEW'S NARRATIVE'
In contrast to many practitioners of a hermeneutics of suspicion, Dorothy Jean Weaver consistently seeks to read the Gospel of Matthew from the perspective of the implied author. In this paper she finds a direct and revealing analogy between Matthew's portrayal of political abuses and similar realities today. Current news reports of lavish lifestyles, hierarchical commands, public relations initiatives, compromises based on expediency, aggressive campaign rhetoric, lies and deception, murderous conspiracies, show trials, and violent attacks all have counterparts in Matthew's narrative. In our world, such practices often succeed. In Matthew's story-world, however, the unjust exercise of political power is ironically ineffective. The God of Israel simultaneously vindicates Jesus and thwarts the machinations of his enemies.
I found Weaver's paper persuasive, but I began to grow suspicious as she discussed the first-century 'photo-ops' and verbal attacks practiced by Jesus' enemies. Doesn't Matthew portray Jesus as acting in similar ways? Riding into Jerusalem on a donkey and staging a dramatic protest at the temple seem like 'photo-ops' to me. Likewise, the Matthean Jesus launches sharp accusations against his opponents, with the effect that they are silenced and discredited. Although Jesus does not engage in murderous conspiracies or deception, a non-partisan inquiry into Matthew's narrative rhetoric might conclude that Jesus and his opponents are each sharply confrontational, each assert the authority to command, and each engage in actions designed to influence public opinion.
Weaver's conclusion promises a follow-up study that will detail a positive Matthean model for political leadership based on the example of Jesus and characters associated with Jesus. I have learned much from her previous and current work, and I eagerly await her further research on this topic.
LAURA ANDERSON, 'HEALTHY ECONOMIES OR CAUTIONARY TALES? THE SUB-STRUCTURAL ECONOMIES OF FOUR MATTHEAN HEALING STORIES'
Weaver and Laura Anderson are both North Americans, but they come from different places theologically. Unlike Weaver, Anderson strongly affirms the need for a hermeneutics of suspicion. She teaches her students to critique all biblical texts, from the most hopeful to the most horrible. Because many of her students have been reluctant to critique the gospels' portraits of Jesus, she is experimenting with the language of economic exchange as an interpretive lens. Perhaps economic transactions are more down-to-earth and thus easier to critique than Christological encomia. In Anderson's view, it is important for Western Christians to begin seeing the textually embedded Jesus as limited and imperfect so that, by analogy, we may begin to recognise our own limitations and to live in more sustainable ways. 1 'Rather than performing Christ triumphant around the world, we may learn to re-enact Jesus the ambiguous within our many contexts ' (p. 16 ). This is a creative and insightful paper, and I applaud Anderson's goal of teaching Western Christians to recognise our limitations; nevertheless, I wonder whether her pedagogical experiment will achieve that goal. Biblical portrayals of Jesus are sacred to many Christians around the world. If educationally privileged, Western Christians learn that we are competent to judge those portrayals, will the result be greater humility or an even greater tendency to think that our values are supreme?
Anderson's primary critique of the Matthean Jesus in the four healing accounts she analyses is 'his habit of simultaneously healing and excluding' (p. 13). Any act of exclusion is apparently viewed as a fault. Again, I wonder: Should unconditional inclusiveness be the value that trumps all others, or could Matthew be right in teaching other values, such as the need for pistis or trust? I ask this as someone who is also troubled by the text's initially exclusive stance toward the Canaanite woman and her daughter.
1.I have used first-person plural pronouns in this paragraph and the next because I count myself within the group described as 'Western Christians.' I do not assume that all readers of this response should be identified in the same way.
LIDIJA NOVAKOVIC, '"YET EVEN THE DOGS EAT THE CRUMBS THAT FALL FROM THEIR MASTERS' TABLE": MATTHEW'S GOSPEL AND ECONOMIC GLOBALISATION'
Whereas Anderson uses the language of economic exchange to analyse healing accounts, Lidija Novakovic is concerned with economics in a different way. Novakovic sees in Matthew 'a subversive understanding of power and identity' that could help the church address the widening inequalities brought about by globalisation. Anderson and Novakovic each interpret the Canaanite woman's story, but Novakovic emphasises that the story succeeds in subverting a conventional understanding of spiritual privileges. In various other passages as well, Novakovic finds surprising reversals of hierarchies as well as prophetic calls for the transformation of those inside the church.
Other passages not cited by Novakovic could also have advanced her thesis. For example, the Beatitudes announce dramatic reversals for those who are suffering now (5:3-12). The parable of the vineyard workers (20:1-16) illustrates surprising economic justice from the perspective of the last to be hired. Some Matthean predictions of reversal in the reign of heaven may seem too eschatological to have a direct application to the economic realities of this age.
However, when disciples pray for God's reign to come and God's will to be done on earth as it is in heaven, are we not also being challenged to live our prayers even now? As we discuss Matthew's relevance for the seemingly intractable problems of God's world, further attention to the relationship between eschatology and ethics might be in order.
In conclusion, let me thank the members of the panel again for your wonderfully diverse and insightful papers. I look forward to continued discussions.
